
BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE c~MMISSION 

In re : Purchased gas adjustment 
(PGA) true-up . 

DOCKET NO . 980003-GU 
ORQLR NO. PSC-98-0544-CFO- GU 
ISSUED : April 20 , 1998 

ORDER GRANTING CONFIDENTIAL CLASSIFICATION FOR PORTIONS OF 
FLORIDA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMPANY ' S NOVEMBER , 1997 , PGA FILINGS 

(DOCUMENT NO . 13098-971 

Pursuant to Section 366 . 093, Florida Statutes, and Rule 25-
22 . 006(4) , Florida Administrative Code, Florida Public Utilities 
Company (FPUC) requests confidential classification of portions of 
its purchased gas adjustment (PGA) filing for the month of 
November, 1997 . FPUC asserts that the information for which it 
requests confidential classification is confidential proprietary 
information the disclosure of which would harm FPUC or its 
ratepayers . FPUC also maintains that this information is intcr.ded 
to be and is treated by FPUC as proprietary and confidential . 
Similar information has previously been granted confidential 
classificat ion in Order No . PSC-96-0532-CFO- GU issued in Docket 
No . 960003-GU on April 15, 1996 . FPUC requests that this 
information be granted confidential treatment for a period of 18 
months from the date of the issuance of this Order . FPUC alleges 
that this time is necessary to allow FPUC to negotiate future gas 
purchase contracts on favorable terms. 

FPUC requests that the information contained in Schedules A-1 
"Supporting Detail," page 4A, lines 9-16 , Columns "vendor," 
''1nvo1ce , credit , check, or identifying number , " "invoice amount, " 
"rlassification breakdown , " be granted confidential classification 
because the information contained within these columns represents 
negotiated gas supply packages purchased from suppliers other than 
Florida Gas Transmission Company. FPUC contends that thP.se prices 
vary based on the operational flexibility of each contract . FPUC 
maintains that these data contain the names of gas suppliers from 
whom FPUC is purchasing gas supplies . FPUC contends that the 
release of supplier names would be detrimenlal Lo the inlercsts of 
!:PUC and its customers because it would provide a competitor with 
a l1st of FPUC's suppliers . FPUC maintains that these data also 
contain information concerning volumes purchased and costs by gas 
supply source . FPUC asserts that ultimately, releasing such 
information could provide comreting gas suppliers wi Lh an cHiVdnl..J<)L' 

ovPr r:rur. FPUC envisions <.1 1esulLing scenario wherein su1- 1Jliers 
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may be less likely to make price con~essions. FPUC, Lheretou: 
asserts that release of sue~ informat1on has the potent1al to lead 
to nf la ted price fixing by gos supplies . FPUC alleges that 
potentially , release of the dtorementioned information may result 
in higher gas costs wh ich would have to be passed along to FPUC ' s 
customers . FPUC maintains that this information is contractual 
information which , if made public, "would impair the efforts of the 
utility to contact for goods or services on favorable terms ." 
Section 366. 093 ( 3) (d) , Florida Statutes. FPUC also asserts that 
this information was provided to Commission staff at staff ' s 
request and is not part of the routine PGA filing . 

FPUC also requests confidential classification for its 
Schedule A-3, page 6, lines 1-72, columns "purchased from," "system 
supply," "end use , " "total purchased," "commodity cost/third 
party," "other charge ACA/GRI/Fuel," "total cent s per therm" 
because the information contained within these columns represents 
negotiated gas supply packages purchased from suppliers other than 
Florida Gas Transmission Company . These prices vary based on the 
operational flexibility of each contract . This information 
contains the names of gas suppliers from whom FPUC is purchdSlng 
gas supplies. FPUC asserts that the release of suppl1er names 
would be detrimental to the interests of FPUC and its customers 
because 1t would provide a competitor with a list of FPUC' s 
suppliers . This information also contains information concerning 
volumes purchased and costs by gas supply source . FPUC maintains 
that releasing such information could provide competing gas 
suppliers with an advantage over FPUC. FPUC contends that 
suppliers may be less likely to make price concessions . FPUC 
contends that release of such information has the potential to lead 
to Lnflated price fixing by gas supplies . FPUC asserts Lhat, 
potentlally , release of the aforementioned 1nformation may result 
1n higher gas costs which would have to be passed along to FrJC's 
customers . FPUC maintains that this information is contractual 
information which, if made public, "would impair the efforts of the 
utillty to contact for goods or services on favorable terms ." 
Section 366 . 093 ( 3) (d) , Florida Statutes . Additionally , FPUC 
asserts that the information contained in column "other charge 
ACA/GRI/Fuel " is a function of the cost of gas paid by FPUC to its 
gas suppliers. Release of such inform~tion would enable a third 
party to compute FPUC ' s cost of gas by supplier . FPUC asserts that 
this information is contractual information wh ich , if made puLlic , 
"would impa1r the efforts of the utility to contact for goods or 
services o n fav')rable terms ." Section 366.093(3) (d), Flor td.t 

Statutes . 
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FPUC requests confidential classifi~ation for its S~hedule A-
4 , page 7 , lines 1-27 , columns ''producer name , " "receipt point," 
"gross amount , " "net amount , " "monthly gross , " "monthl·/ f'et," 
"wellhead price , " "citygate price" because the information 
contained within these columns represents negotiated gas supply 
packages purchased from suppliers other than Florida Gas 
Transmission Company . These prices vary based on the operational 
flexibility of each contract . This information contain the names 
of gas suppliers from whom FPUC is purchasing gas supplies. fPUC 
argues that the release of supplier names would be detrimental to 
the interests of FPUC and its customers because it would provide a 
competitor with a list of FPUC ' s suppliers . This information also 
contains data concerning volumes purchased and costs by gas supply 
source . FPUC maintains that releasing such inrormation could 
provide competing gas suppliers with an advantage over FPUC . 
Ultimately , FPUC contends that suppliers may be less likely to make 
pr 1ce concessions . Therefore , FPUC asserts that th0 release of 
such information has the potential to lead to inflated price fixing 
by gas supplies . FPUC maintains that , potentially , release of the 
aforementioned i n fo r mation may result in higher gas costs which 
would have to be passed along to FPUC ' s customers . FPUC asserts 
that this information is cent ractual information which , if made 
public , "would impair the efforts of the utility to contact for 
goods or serv ices on fa vorable terms . " Sect ion 366 . 093 ( 3 l ( d l , 
Florida Statutes . Additionally , FPUC asserts that the column 
"citygate price" is a function of the cost of gas paid by FPUC to 
iLs gas suppliers . FPUC maintains that release of such information 
would enable a third party to compute FPUC ' s cost of gas b:; 
suf.>plier . FPUC characterizes this information as contractual 
information which , if made public , "would impair the efforts of the 
utility to contact for goods or services on favorable terms . " 
Section 366 . 093 ( 3) (d) , Florida Statutes . 

FPUC maintain s that its gas invoices pages 18-23, lines 1-80 , 
all columns , are e ntitled to confidential classification. FPUC 
alleges that the release of any or all of the information contained 
in these pages and lines would be detrimental to the interests of 
FPUC and its customers because it would provide a competitor with 
a list of FPUC ' s suppliers . FPUC asserts that releas1ng such 
information could provide competing gas suppliers wilh ~n ~dv~nL.1qe 
nv•'t FPUC'. FPUC maintains L~aL ~uppliers may be less l1kely Lo 
make price concessions . FPUC asserts that the release of such 
information has the potential to lead to inflated price fixing by 
gas suppliers . FPUC contends that , potentially, release of Lhe 
aforementioned information may result in higher gas costs which 
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would have to be passed along to FPUC ' s ~ustomers . Furthermore , 
FPUC contends , it is contra~tually ohli~ated to keep confidential 
all material terms of its gas su~ply agreements and transact1ons 
between its gas suppliers and the Company . FPUC maintains that 
each gas invoice represents negotiated gas supply packages 
purchased from suppliers other than Florida Gas Transmiss1on 
Company . FPUC asserts that these prices vary based upon the 
operational flexibility of each contract . 

Upon review , the information for which FPUC requests 
confidential classificat ion appears to be information concerning 
bids or other contractual data , the disclosure of which would 
impair the efforts of the company to contract for services on 
favorable terms. The information appears to relate to competitive 
interests , the disclosure of whic h would impair the competitive 
business of the provider of information. The information is , 
therefore, entitled to confidential classification under Section 
366 . 093(3) , Florida Statutes . As pro vided by Section 366 . 093(4) , 
Florida Statutes , the information shall be held confidential for a 
period of eighteen mo nths fr om the date of the issuance of this 
Order . 

It is therefore 

ORDERED by Commissioner Susan F . Clark, as Prehearing Officer, 
that the information described above and contained in Document No. 
13098-97 , is granted confidential classification . It is further 

ORDERED that the information described above and contained in 
Document No. 13098- 97 is granted confidential classification for a 
period of eighteen months from the date of the issuance of this 
Order . It is further 

ORDERED that this Order will be the only notification to the 
parties of the date of declassification of Document No. 13098-97. 
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By 
Officer , 

ORDER of Commissioner Susar 
th~s 20th Day of April 

f . Clark , 
l998 . 

SUSAN F . CLARK 

as Prehear1ng 

Commissioner and Prehearing Off1cer 

( S E A L ) 

GAJ 

NOTICE Of FURTHER PROCEEDINGS OR JUDICIAL REVIEW 

The Florida Public Service Commission is required by Section 
120 . 569 (1) , Florida Statutes , to notify parties of any 
administrative hearing or judicial review of Commission orders that 
is available under Sections 120 . 57 or 120 . 68 , Florida Statutes , as 
~ell as the procedures and time liwits that apply . This nctice 
should not be construed to mean all requests for an admin~strative 
hearing or judicial review will be granted or result in the relier 
sought . 

Any party adversely affected by this order, .. .: i ch is 
preliminary, procedural or intermediate 1n ndture , may request: 1) 
reconsideration within 10 days pursuant to Rule 25-22.038 (2), 
Florida Administrative Code , if issued by a Prehearing Officer ; 2) 
rt•r-OJt:Ji<.lt•r.tLion within 15 days pursu<wL to R.1le 25-2?.0!>0 , Flond.l 
Administrative Code , if issued by the Commis~ion; or 3) Judicldl 
review by the florida Supreme Court , in the case of an electr~c, 
gas or telephone utility, or the First District Court of Appeal, in 
the case of a water or wastewater utility. A mot1on for 
reconsider .Lion shall be filed with the Director, o ... vl!>lOn ot 
Records and Reporting , in the form prescribed by Rule 25-22 . 060 , 
florida Administrative Code. Jud~cial review of a preliminary, 
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procedural or intermediate ruling or order is available if rev1ew 
of the final action will not pr0v1de an adequate remedy . Such 
review may be requested front the appropriate court , as des~rtbed 
above , pursuant to Rule 9 . 100 , Florida Rules of Appellate 
Procedure . 
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